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ABSTRACT: An extremely drug resistant mutant of HIV-1 protease (PR) bearing 20
mutations (PR20) has been studied with two potent antiviral investigational inhibitors.
GRL-5010A and GRL-4410A were designed to introduce hydrogen bond interactions
with the flexible flaps of the PR by incorporating gem-difluorines and alkoxy,
respectively, at the C4 position of the bis-THF of darunavir. PR20 provides an excellent
model for high level resistance, since clinical inhibitors are >1000-fold less active on
PR20 than on wild-type enzyme. GRL-5010A and GRL-4410A show inhibition
constants of 4.3 ± 7.0 and 1.7 ± 1.8 nM, respectively, for PR20, compared to the
binding affinity of 41 ± 1 nM measured for darunavir. Crystal structures of PR20 in
complexes with the two inhibitors confirmed the new hydrogen bond interactions with
Gly 48 in the flap of the enzyme. The two new compounds are more effective than darunavir in inhibiting mature PR20 and show
promise for further development of antiviral agents targeting highly resistant PR mutants.

■ INTRODUCTION

Drug resistance is a major obstacle in the treatment of HIV and
AIDS.1 New infections by resistant virus can effectively limit the
therapeutic options and increase the risk of treatment failure.
Transmission rates of drug resistant strains vary from moderate
to high in different regions of the world.2−5 Patients can also
acquire drug resistance in the course of treatment, and the risk
steadily increases with duration of treatment.6,7 In addition,
prevention strategies employing antiviral drugs can increase the
prevalence of drug resistant strains.8,9 Tens of millions of
people worldwide will undergo antiviral drug therapy for many
years, which has the potential to increase the occurrence of
drug resistant strains. These factors increase the urgency for the
design and development of inhibitors effective against the drug
resistant strains.
Previously, we characterized a highly evolved multidrug

resistant strain of HIV-1 protease (PR20), derived from a
clinical isolate, with 20 mutations in comparison to the wild-
type protease (PR). PR20 is extremely resistant to clinically
available HIV protease inhibitors.10,11 In addition, the
autoprocessing of PR20, which releases the mature protein, is
not inhibited by any of the clinical drugs, while darunavir and
saquinavir inhibit the autoprocessing of wild-type PR.10

Structural studies show that PR20 forms fewer hydrogen
bond interactions than PR does with a substrate analog bound
in the active site cavity.11 The extremely drug resistant mutant
PR20 exemplifies a prototype to aid the design of new
inhibitors retaining high potency against highly resistant

mutants. Recently, we determined the crystal structure of
PR20 in complex with GRL-0519A, a potent antiviral inhibitor
of HIV-1 PR. GRL-0519A is derived from darunavir with three
tetrahydrofuran (THF) rings instead of the bis-THF group of
darunavir. GRL-0519A exhibits ∼10-fold higher potency than
darunavir against multidrug resistant HIV-1 clinical strains.12

However, GRL-0519A and darunavir show similar binding
affinity for PR20.13

HIV-1 protease inhibitor GRL-4410A was derived by the
incorporation of an alkoxy substituent at the C4-position of bis-
THF in darunavir. The bis-THF group is designated as the P2
position in darunavir from the standard nomenclature for
protease substrates, where cleavage occurs between amino acid
residues P1 and P1′.14 Structural studies have shown that the
bis-THF group is involved in a network of hydrogen bonding
interactions with the main chain atoms of HIV-1 protease.15

The C4-alkoxy addition at the bis-THF in GRL-4410A forms
new interactions with the main chain atoms of Gly 48 in the
flaps of PR.16 GRL-4410A displays excellent inhibition of PR
activity with a Ki of 2.9 pM. Further, GRL-4410A has
impressive antiviral efficacy as determined by the MTT assay
with IC50 value of 2.4 nM. Thus, GRL-4410A is an extremely
potent antiviral inhibitor of wild-type PR and a good candidate
to study against PR20.
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Similar to GRL-4410A, the recently reported HIV-1 protease
inhibitor GRL-5010A was also derived from darunavir and
designed with substitutions at the C4 position of bis-THF
group. GRL-5010A has gem-difluorines at the C4 position of
bis-THF. Halogen bonding has been shown to play an
important role in molecular recognition and assembly.17 In
recent years, halogen interactions in protein−ligand complexes
have generated increased interest.18,19 The presence of fluorine
in the compound often leads to increased lipid solubility,
thereby enhancing absorption and transport of drugs.20

Fluorine containing compounds are used in the therapeutic
management of central nervous system (CNS) diseases,
including psychoses, anxiety, depression, and obsessive-
compulsive disorder, due to the improved absorption and
transport across the blood−brain barrier.20 The formation of an
HIV reservoir in the CNS poses a critical threat in AIDS
therapy, and improving the drug concentration in the CNS may
be required to eliminate the viral sanctuaries. Furthermore, the
presence of viral particles in the CNS leads to HIV-1 associated
neurocognitive disorders (HAND), possibly due to poor CNS
penetration of current antiviral drugs.21 The fluorine containing
compound GRL-5010A was shown to have better blood−brain
barrier penetration than darunavir.22,23 Also, the two fluorines
in GRL-5010A form interactions with the main chain atoms of
flap residue Gly 48 in wild-type PR.23 GRL-5010A is a potent
inhibitor of wild-type PR with a Ki of 5.8 pM and inhibits viral
replication with an EC50 of 0.003 μM.22 GRL-5010A also
showed significantly better inhibition of the replication of seven

tested multidrug resistant strains compared to saquinavir,
lopinavir, atazanavir, amprenavir, and darunavir, with EC50
values in the range of 0.002−0.02 μM.22

In order to discover potent inhibitors for the extremely drug
resistant PR20, we have solved the crystal structures of PR20 in
complex with inhibitors GRL-4410A and GRL-5010A. We have
analyzed their crystal structures in comparison to the
corresponding PR complexes and relative inhibition values.
The current structural analysis provides valuable insight for
improved design of inhibitors against extremely drug resistant
variants like PR20.

■ RESULTS
Inhibition of PR20 and TFR-PR20 by GRL-4410A and

GRL-5010A. GRL-5010A has similar antiviral potency as
darunavir against multidrug resistant variants harboring 9−14
mutations associated with drug resistance (DRMs) as measured
by the EC50 values.22 GRL-5010A also exhibits moderate
antiviral activity against a highly darunavir resistant strain of
HIV-1 selected in the laboratory.22 Both GRL-4410A and GRL-
5010A exhibit nanomolar inhibition of the proteolytic activity
of PR20. The Ki value of GRL-4410A for PR20 is 4.3 ± 7.0 nM,
while that of GRL-5010A is 1.7 ± 1.8 nM. The inhibitors, GRL-
4410A and GRL-5010A, were reported to have picomolar
inhibition values of 2.9 pM 16 and 5.8 pM,23 respectively, for
wild-type PR. Thus, inhibition of the highly resistant PR20 by
GRL-4410A is 1500-fold weaker than for wild-type PR, while
GRL-5010A exhibits 300-fold weaker inhibition of PR20 in

Figure 1. Structures of PR20 dimer with GRL-4410A and GRL-5010A: Fo − Fc omit maps contoured at 3σ level for (A) GRL-4410A and (B) GRL-
5010A. The chemical structure of the inhibitor is shown in the inset. (C) Overall structure of PR20 dimer with the bound GRL-4410A colored by
atom type in stick representation. Sites of the 20 mutations on HIV-1 PR20 (pink cartoon representation) are colored blue.
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comparison to wild-type enzyme. However, GRL-4410A has
∼10-fold lower Ki for the inhibition of PR20 relative to
darunavir, which has a ligand dissociation constant (KL) of 41
nM for PR20 as measured by isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC).10 Similarly, for GRL-5010A, the relative Ki value is
about 2-fold lower for PR20 in comparison to the binding
affinity of darunavir. Thus, the two new inhibitors are an order
of magnitude better than darunavir for the extremely drug
resistant mutant PR20.
The autocatalytic cleavage of the PR from the Gag-Pol

precursor polyprotein is a critical step in the maturation of
HIV.24,25 The cleavage at the N-terminus of the PR in its
precursor is concomitant with formation of stable dimer with
very low dimer dissociation constant and consequently the
appearance of mature like catalytic activity. The autoprocessing
of a model precursor comprising the transframe region (TFR)
and PR (TFR-PR) is inhibited most effectively by darunavir,
saquinavir, and atazanavir relative to other clinical protease
inhibitors. In contrast, the autoprocessing of TFR-PR20 is
uninhibited by any of the clinical inhibitors up to a
concentration of 150 μM.10 The results of the dose−response
study indicate that both GRL-4410A and GRL-5010A inhibit
the autoprocessing of the wild-type precursor TFR-PR with
about the same IC50 value of 1−2 μM (see Supporting
Information Figure S1, panels A and B and references). In spite
of an order of magnitude better inhibition of mature PR20 by
GRL-4410A and GRL-5010A, however, no significant improve-
ment was observed in the inhibition of the TFR-PR20
precursor in tests up to 100 μM concentration (Figure S1,
panels C and D). This suggests that molecular interactions
defining the binding affinity between the inhibitor and the
mature PR20 are likely to be different from those for the TFR-
PR20 precursor undergoing autoprocessing.
Overall Structure. The X-ray crystal structures were

determined of PR20 in complex with the potent HIV-1
protease inhibitors GRL-4410A (Figure 1A) and GRL-5010A
(Figure 1B) at resolutions of 1.35 and 1.30 Å, respectively. Both
of the crystal structures were solved in the P61 space group with
one PR20 dimer numbered 1−99 and 1′−99′ in the
asymmetric unit (Figure 1C). The two structures were refined
to R-factors of 15.7% and 15.5%, respectively, as shown in the
crystallographic statistics in Table 1. All 20 protease mutations
and the two inhibitors (Figure 1A and Figure 1B) are
unambiguously visible in the electron density maps. In both
structures, the inhibitor molecule is bound at the active site in
two mutually exclusive orientations related by a 180° rotation
and the relative occupancy of 0.5. The two monomers of the
PR20/4410 and PR20/5010 dimer structures are very similar to
each other with an rms deviation of 0.36 and 0.34 Å,
respectively. The low values for mean temperature factors of
20.18 Å2 (PR20/4410) and 20.16 Å2 (PR20/5010) for all
protein and inhibitor atoms indicate the structures are well
ordered, which is important for precise comparison of atomic
positions.
Comparison of PR20/5010 with PR/5010. GRL-5010A

was designed from the scaffold of the clinical protease inhibitor
darunavir with substitution of two fluorines at the C4 position
of bis-THF to form strong interactions with flap residue Gly 48.
GRL-5010A was shown to have significantly higher blood−
brain barrier permeability than darunavir.23 To better under-
stand the molecular mechanism of PR20 inhibition by GRL-
5010A, we compared the crystal structure of PR20/5010 with
the wild-type PR/5010 complex (PDB code 4U8W).23 The two

dimer structures can be superposed with an RMS deviation of
0.99 Å for 198 Cα atoms. The two monomers of PR20/5010
complex are more similar to the corresponding monomers of
PR/5010 and can be superposed with an rms deviation of 0.87,
0.92, 0.87, and 0.88 Å for four different combinations of
monomers in the two dimers. Since both of the monomers are
similar, the conformation and interactions henceforth will be
discussed for one monomer unless there are differences in the
second monomer. In PR20/5010 complex, residues in both
flaps (44−54 and 45′−54′) are split into two alternative
conformations. Also, the residues 59−64 at the base of the flaps
are seen in two alternative conformations. In particular, residues
Asp 60 and Gln 61 have their main chain carbonyl oxygens
flipped in the two conformations (Figure 2A). The
corresponding residues 71−74 in the adjacent β strand are
also split into two alternative conformations. Only the side
chain of Gln 61 in these two strands has an interaction with a
symmetry-related molecule. Although crystal contacts cannot
be completely ruled out, it is most likely that the presence of
alternative conformations for residues in the β strands at the
base of flaps is due to the binding of inhibitor GRL-5010A in
two alternative, mutually exclusive conformations. The
existence of alternative conformations for so many residues in
the flaps, the base of the flaps, and adjacent strands is unusual
for crystal structures of HIV PR.
Mutation D30N in the active site cavity of PR20/5010

complex retains the hydrogen bond observed between Asp 30
and aminophenyl moiety of the inhibitor in the corresponding
wild-type complex despite the loss of charge in the mutation.
The two mutations I47V and I84V in the S2/S2′ subsites of
PR20 maintain the hydrophobic interaction observed between
wild-type residues and the inhibitor in the PR/5010 complex
despite the smaller side chains. All the hydrogen bond

Table 1. Crystallographic Data Collection and Refinement
Statistics

PR20 complex

PR20/4410 PR20/5010

space group P61 P61
cell dimensions

a (Å) 60.35 60.30
b (Å) 60.35 60.30
c (Å) 85.78 86.14

resolution range (Å) 50.0−1.35 50.0−1.30
unique reflections 38558 41329
redundancy 5.9 (3.2) 5.9 (4.5)
completeness 99.1 (92.4)a 94.6 (73.8)
⟨I/σ(I)⟩ 24.5 (2.3) 28.5 (3.4)
Rsym (%) 6.5 (47.2) 5.2 (40.9)
refinement resolution range (Å) 50−1.35 50.0−1.30
Rcryst (%) 15.7 15.5
Rfree (%) 20.0 21.0
no. of solvent molecules 176 175
average B-factor (Å2)

main chain 16.4 16.6
side chain 21.4 21.2
inhibitor 12.7 11.6
solvent 35.6 33.9

rms deviation from ideality
bond length (Å) 0.03 0.03
angle (deg) 2.7 2.8

aValues in parentheses are given for the highest resolution shell.
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interactions between the inhibitor GRL-5010A and the main
chain of PR, like the hydrogen bond interaction between the
urethane NH and carbonyl oxygen of Gly 27, are conserved in
the mutant PR20/5010 complex. However, the PR20/5010
structure shows differences in the hydrogen bond interactions
between the central hydroxyl group of the inhibitor and the two
catalytic aspartates in the dimer in comparison to the wild type
PR/5010 as described in a later section. In the wild type
complex of PR/5010, both of the fluorine atoms on the bis-
THF moiety form short interactions with the carbonyl oxygen
of flap residue Gly 48. Similar interactions are also observed in
the PR20/5010 complex (Figure 2B). Similar fluorine
interactions with carbonyl oxygen have been reported for
various protein structures.26,27 In addition, one of the two
fluorines forms a water mediated interaction with the amide
nitrogen of Gly 48 in both the PR/5010 and PR20/5010
complexes. The carbonyl oxygen of Gly 48 in the flaps forms a
C−H···O interaction with the P2′ aniline moiety of GRL-
5010A in both PR/5010 and PR20/5010 complexes (Figure
2C). Thus, GRL-5010A forms strong fluorine mediated

interactions with the flaps of both PR and PR20. Further, the
water mediated interaction and the C−H···O interaction
between the flap and GRL-5010A are conserved in both PR
and PR20. The inhibitor preserves all of its major interactions
with PR when bound to the PR20 mutant, with the marked
exception of those between the central hydroxyl and the
catalytic Asp 25/25′.

Comparison of PR20/4410 with PR/4410. GRL-4410A
is a substituted bis-THF-containing inhibitor derived from the
clinical inhibitor darunavir. To understand the molecular
mechanism of inhibition of PR20 by GRL-4410A, the structure
of PR20/4410 was compared with that of wild-type PR/4410.
The two dimer structures can be superposed with an rms
deviation of 0.91 Å for 198 Cα atoms. The two monomers of
PR20/4410 complex are a little closer to those of PR/4410 and
can be superposed with rms deviations of 0.78, 0.82, 0.81, and
0.84 Å for the four different combinations of monomers A and
B in the two dimers. The dimer structures are very similar for
PR20/4410 complex and PR20/5010 and superpose with an
rms deviation of 0.35 Å. Significant differences with more than

Figure 2. Polar interactions of PR20 with GRL-5010A. (A) The residues 59−64 at the base of the flaps were observed in two alternative
conformations with the peptides of Asp 60 and Gln 61 flipped in one conformation. The corresponding residues in the adjacent strand comprising
Val 71−Thr 74 also show two alternative conformations. The two conformations of the PR20 main chain atoms are colored by element type with
green and yellow carbons, respectively, while the wild-type PR main chain atoms are shown with gray carbons. The side chains of PR20 have been
removed for the sake of clarity. (B) The P2 gem-difluorines of GRL-5010A form strong interactions with the carbonyl of Gly 48 in the flaps of PR20
in addition to the water meditated hydrogen bond with the amide of Gly 48. In this and subsequent figures, PR20 and wild-type PR residues are
colored by element type with green and white carbons, respectively. GRL-5010A is shown in ball and stick representation with cyan carbons. (C)
The P2′ aniline group of GRL-5010A forms a C−H···O interaction (··−) with the carbonyl oxygen of Gly 48 in the flap. The P2′group of GRL-
5010A also forms a hydrogen bond with the Asn 30 side chain of the active site mutation D30N in PR20.

Figure 3. Polar interactions of PR20 with GRL-4410A. (A) The residues at the base of the flaps in the PR20/4410 complex show deviations of more
than 1 Å in comparison to PR/4410. PR20 is shown with green carbons and wild type PR with gray carbons. (B) The P2 substituted bis-THF of
GRL-4410A forms a C−H···O interaction with the main chain carbonyl oxygen of flap residue Gly 48. The methoxy oxygen of the P2 moiety forms
water mediated hydrogen bonds with the amide NH of Gly 48 similar to those in the PR complex. GRL-4410A is shown in ball and stick
representation with magenta carbons. The P2′ group of GRL-4410A forms a C−H···O interaction with the carbonyl oxygen of Gly 48. The methoxy
group of P2′ forms hydrogen bond and C−H···O interactions (··−) with the main chain amide and the side chain of mutated Asn 30 in the PR20/
4410 complex.
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1 Å in rms deviation occur in the hinge loop and 60’s loop
when PR20/4410 is compared with the wild-type PR/4410
complex. Most of the residues at the base of the flap have a
single conformation (Figure 3A), unlike the two alternative
conformations in the PR20/5010 complex. Asp 60 and Gln 61
also do not exhibit the flipped conformation of the carbonyl
oxygens seen in the PR20/5010 complex. The entire flap region
from Met 46 to Phe 53 is split into two alternative
conformations in both PR20/4410 and PR/4410 complexes.
This indicates that the alternative conformations of the flap are
likely due to the two conformations of the bound inhibitor.
Mutated residue I47V, one of the mutations that expand the
S2/S2′ pockets in PR20, lies within the split flap region, while
mutation I54L is adjacent to it. The mutated residue Asn 30 in
PR20 and Asp 30 in wild type PR form similar van der Waals
interactions with the P2 group of GRL-4410A (Figure 3B).
Despite their smaller side chains, the mutations that increase
the space in the S2/S2′ pockets, I47V and I84V, form similar
hydrophobic interactions with the P2 and P2′ groups of the
inhibitor in PR20/4410 and the wild-type PR/4410 complex,
albeit in lower numbers for the mutant. Inhibitor GRL-4410A
was designed to form interactions with the PR flap though the
methoxy group on the bis-THF moiety.16 The C−H···O
interaction observed between the carbonyl oxygen of Gly 48
and the methoxy methyl of P2 group in the wild type PR/4410
complex also occurs in the mutant PR20/4410 complex (Figure
3B). In addition, the methoxy oxygen of the P2 group forms a
water mediated hydrogen bond with the amide nitrogen of Gly
48 in PR20/4410 similar to that of the wild-type PR/4410
complex. The D30N mutation in PR20/4410 retains the
hydrogen bond and CH···O interaction with the oxygen of the
P2′ methoxy group of the inhibitor seen in the wild-type PR/
4410 complex (Figure 3C). The carbonyl oxygen of flap residue
Gly 48 forms a C−H···O interaction with the P2′ aniline group
in both PR20/4410 and wild-type PR/4410 complexes (Figure
3C). Other important hydrogen bond interactions between the

ligand and protease main chain residues observed in the wild-
type PR/4410 complex are retained in the PR20/4410
structure. However, the central hydroxyl group of GRL-
4410A exhibits lengthened interactions with one of the catalytic
Asp 25/25′ in both orientations, as discussed in a later section.
Thus, GRL-4410A maintains its signature interactions with the
flap that are observed in both the wild-type PR and PR20
complexes. Further, the inhibitor retains most of its interactions
with the mutated residues D30N, I47V, and I84V in the active
site cavity of PR20.

Expanded S2/S2′ Pocket Elongates Interactions with
the Second Catalytic Asp in PR20. The catalytically active
homodimer of HIV protease facilitates binding of many
inhibitors in two orientations related by a rotation of 180°.
The central hydroxyl group of the inhibitors forms hydrogen
bond interactions with the side chain oxygen atoms of the two
catalytic Asp 25 and 25′ residues. In both the wild-type PR/
4410 and PR/5010 complexes, the central hydroxyl group
makes strong interactions with both the catalytic Asp residues.
In PR/4410, the hydroxyl of the inhibitor has hydrogen bond
interactions of lengths 2.5, 2.7 Å and lengths 2.9, 3.0 Å with Asp
25 and Asp 25′, respectively (Figure 4). The second orientation
of the inhibitor has similar or even lower values. The
corresponding distances for PR/5010 are almost identical at
2.5, 2.6 Å and at 2.8, 3.1 Å. However, in both PR20/4410 and
PR20/5010 complexes, the central hydroxyl group forms strong
interactions with one Asp and relatively longer interactions with
one of the carboxylate oxygen of the other. In PR20/4410, the
inhibitor hydroxyl forms short hydrogen bonds of 2.4 and 2.7 Å
with Asp 25, while longer 3.0 and 3.4 Å interactions are
observed with Asp 25′. The hydroxyl group from the second
inhibitor orientation forms similar shorter and longer
interactions with Asp 25′ and Asp 25, respectively. For
PR20/5010, the distances for strong interactions with Asp25
were 2.5 and 2.7 Å for Asp 25, while longer interactions of 3.0
and 3.3 Å were seen for Asp 25′. Similar interactions were

Figure 4. Hydrogen bonds between the central hydroxyl group of the two inhibitor conformations and the catalytic Asp25 and Asp25′ in the
complex of (A) PR20/4410, (B) PR20/5010, (C) PR/4410, (D) PR/5010, and (E) PR20/darunavir. Inhibitor atoms of GRL-4410A, GRL-5010A,
and darunavir are shown in ball and stick representation with magenta, cyan, and yellow carbons, respectively. PR20 is shown with green carbons and
wild type PR with gray carbons. The PR20/4410 and PR20/5010 complexes are shown with 2Fo − Fc maps contoured at 1.7σ and 1.9σ, respectively.
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observed for the second inhibitor orientation with Asp 25′ and
Asp 25, respectively. The separations between the hydroxyl
groups in the two orientations of the inhibitor are 1.2 and 1.1 Å
for the wild-type PR/4410 and PR/5010 complexes,
respectively, while the corresponding values for both of the
PR20 complexes are 1.7 Å. Thus, it is apparent that the 0.5 Å or
more increase in the distance between the hydroxyl groups of
the two orientations of inhibitor positions the hydroxyl
asymmetrically closer to one of the catalytic aspartate residues
in the dimer of PR20 compared to the wild type PR.
Comparison with PR20 in complex with darunavir, which
shares the chemical scaffold with GRL-4410A and GRL-5010A,
shows that the central hydroxyl of darunavir in one orientation
makes shorter interactions (2.7, 2.7 Å and 2.8, 3.0 Å) with both
the Asp 25 and Asp 25′ residues. The second orientation forms
short (2.4, 2.5 Å) and relatively long interactions (2.9, 3.3 Å)
with Asp 25′ and Asp 25, respectively. The distance between
central hydroxyl in the two orientations is 1.2 Å, which is
similar to the separations seen in the wild-type complexes of
PR/darunavir, PR/4410 and PR/5010.

■ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Drug resistant HIV protease poses a major challenge in the
treatment of HIV and AIDS. Previously, we characterized a
highly evolved multidrug resistant HIV protease from a clinical
isolate (PR20), which is resistant to all tested clinical drugs.11

PR20 has more than 3 orders of magnitude lower affinity for
clinical inhibitors than does wild-type PR.10 In addition, the
autocatalytic cleavage of the PR20-containing precursor that
results in mature enzyme is not inhibited by any clinical
inhibitors, while darunavir and saquinavir effectively inhibit the
autoprocessing of wild-type precursors.10 The crystallographic
analyses of PR20 revealed several important structural features
that correlate with its diminished affinity for inhibitors.11

Mutations in and around the active site expanded the S2/S2′
pockets of PR20. Also, mutations in the hinge loop of PR20
contribute to increased flexibility of its flaps. Structural studies
of PR20 in complex with darunavir and saquinavir have
suggested two strategies for the design of successful inhibitors
for PR20-like resistant variants. The first strategy is to design
inhibitors with bigger P2 groups that better fit into the
expanded S2 pocket of PR20. The second strategy is to design
inhibitors that form stronger interactions with the flaps of
PR20.
In the quest to identify promising inhibitors of PR20, we

recently studied novel protease inhibitors with P1′-pyrrolidi-
none (GRL-02031A)28 and P2-tris-THF (GRL-0519A).12

GRL-02031A has an enhanced P1′ group and GRL-0519A
has a larger P2 group, which parallels the design strategy to fill
the expanded S2 pocket of PR20. Both these inhibitors showed
added interactions with wild-type PR, together with excellent Ki
values and antiviral efficacy against both wild-type HIV-1 and
other resistant variants.12,28 However, GRL-02031A had weaker
affinity for PR20, since the modified P1′ group forms poorer
interactions with PR20 than with wild-type PR.13 GRL-0519A
with three THF rings in the P2 group fills the S2 pocket well,
but its binding affinity for PR20 is essentially identical to that of
darunavir.13 In addition, like darunavir, neither GRL-02031A
nor GRL-0519A inhibits the autoprocessing of PR20-
containing precursors, which is essential for viral replication.
Here, we investigated the strategy of adding interactions with

the flap residues of PR20 for the new antiviral inhibitors GRL-
4410A and GRL-5010A. Drug resistant mutations and

polymorphisms are known to alter the flap conformation and
flexibility, which can be overcome by inhibitors forming strong
interactions with the flaps.29−31 Both of the inhibitors GRL-
4410A and GRL-5010A exhibit improved interactions with the
flaps of wild-type PR relative to those of darunavir and are
remarkably potent against the wild-type PR with Ki values of
2.9 and 5.8 pM, respectively, comparable to the affinity of 5 pM
measured for darunavir. Furthermore, the fluorine substituted
GRL-5010A has 6.5-fold higher apparent permeability co-
efficient (Papp), which is a measure of penetration efficiency of
the drug across the blood−brain barrier, than darunavir.22 Viral
particles hidden in the central nervous system (CNS) are a
major problem in the treatment of HIV, and improving the
drug concentration in CNS may help reduce the incidence of
HIV-1 associated dementia and other CNS disorders.32,33 The
current structures show that both of these inhibitors form
direct, as well as water-mediated, interactions with the flap
residue Gly 48 of PR20, similar to those of the wild-type PR.
However, in both PR20/4410 and PR20/5010 complexes, the
distance between the central hydroxyl groups of the two
conformation of the inhibitor lengthens by more than 0.5 Å
when compared with the corresponding complexes with wild-
type PR. In both the PR20 complexes, the inhibitors form
interactions with the flaps in the S2 subsite, while the P2′
moieties with aniline in GRL-4410A and methoxy in GRL-
5010A shift by 0.5 Å to maintain the van der Waals interactions
with the smaller I84V side chain in the expanded S2′ subsite of
PR20. The two orientations of inhibitor fit in the expanded S2/
S2′ pocket of PR20 in a manner that increases the distance
between the central hydroxyl groups in comparison to those
seen in the wild-type PR complexes and the PR20/DRV
complex. Both GRL-4410A and GRL-5010A exhibit improved
inhibition for PR20 over darunavir, which is consistent with
their additional interactions with the flaps. In future designs,
increasing the size of the P2′ moiety may be necessary to fill the
S2′ pocket, in addition to the S2 pocket, in order to effectively
inhibit mutants like PR20 that expand these pockets.11 Also,
substitution of other flap interacting groups may further
improve the potency of future inhibitors against PR20. Though
the Ki values of GRL-4410A and GRL-5010A for PR20 are
1000-fold weaker than those for wild-type enzyme, they offer
promising leads in the quest to find inhibitors for extremely
resistant mutants represented by PR20. Clearly, further studies
and new designs of inhibitors are needed to obtain potent
inhibitors of highly resistant PR.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Construction, Expression, and Purification of PR20. A

synthetic protease gene coding the 99 amino acid protein derived
from the sequence of a clinical isolate,34 termed PR20, was cloned
between the Nde1 and BamH1 sites of pET11a vector (Novagen, San
Diego, CA) and transformed into E. coli BL-21(DE3; Stratagene).
Constructions of vectors for the expression of wild-type PR and
precursor constructs, TFR-PR and TFR-PR20, have been reported
previously.10 Protein expression, purification, and folding were
performed as described before.35

Kinetic Assays. PR20 was diluted in reaction buffer (100 mM
MES, pH 5.6, 400 mM sodium chloride, 1 mM EDTA, and 5%
glycerol) for kinetic assays. Inhibitors were dissolved and diluted to
various concentrations in DMSO. The assay was prepared by mixing
10 μL of diluted enzyme, 98 μL of reaction buffer, and 2 μL of
inhibitor. The mixture was incubated at 37 °C for 5 min, then 90 μL of
fluorogenic substrate, Abz-Thr-Ile-Nle-p-nitro-Phe-GlnArg-NH2,
where Abz is anthranilic acid and Nle is norleucine (Bachem, King
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of Prussia, PA, USA), with the sequence derived from the p2/NC
cleavage site of the Gag polyprotein, was added to initialize the
reaction. The reaction was monitored over 5 min at wavelengths of
340 and 420 nm for excitation and emission in POLARstar OPTIMA
microplate reader. The data analysis was performed with Sigmaplot 9.0
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The reaction rate at different substrate
concentrations was fitted in Michaelis−Menten equation to obtain Km

and kcat values. The kcat/Km is determined from the equation (A/B) ±
[(B2a2 + A2b2)1/2]/B2, where A is kcat, a is kcat error, B is Km, and b is
error in Km. The IC50 values were obtained through inhibitor dose−
response curve. The Ki values were calculated from the equation Ki =
(IC50 − [E]/2)/(1 + [S]/Km), where [E] and [S] are the PR and
substrate concentrations, respectively.
Comparison of Inhibition of N-Terminal Autoprocessing in

E. coli. Inhibition of N-terminal autoprocessing of wild-type precursor
(TFR-PR) and corresponding mutant precursor (TFR-PR20) by
GRL-4410A and GRL-5010A was assessed by growing the cultures in
the presence of increasing concentrations of inhibitor provided in the
medium. The expressed protein was partially purified and analyzed by
SDS−PAGE as described and compared to the inhibition of
autoprocessing of TFR-PR and TFR-PR20 by darunavir.10,13

Crystallization, X-ray Data Collection, and Structure Deter-
mination. The PR20 was complexed with GRL-4410A and GRL-
5010A at 1:7 molar ratios and crystallized by hanging drop vapor
diffusion at room temperature. The crystals of PR20/5010 were
obtained by mixing 1 μL of protein complex at 5 mg/mL with 1 μL of
1.15 M sodium chloride, 0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 5.5, and 0.22 μL of
yittrium chloride. PR20/4410 was crystallized from a drop containing
1 μL of protein complex at 5 mg/mL with 1 μL of 1.2 M sodium
chloride, 0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 5.5, and 0.22 μL of yittrium
chloride. The crystals were cryocooled in a cryoprotectant composed
of the respective mother liquor in addition to 30% glycerol. Diffraction
data were collected at 100 K on beamline 22-ID (SER-CAT) at the
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. The data
were integrated and scaled with HKL2000.36

The crystal structures were determined by molecular replacement
using PHASER.37,38 The previously published structure of PR20/DRV
structure (3UCB)11 was selected as the initial model for the two PR20
complexes. The PR20 complexes were refined using REFMAC 5.2.39

The X-ray diffraction data for the PR20 complexes were initially scaled
in P6122 and successfully solved with a PR20 monomer and half the
inhibitor molecule in the asymmetric unit. However, after refinement
of both structures, the entire flap region of the monomer and the
inhibitor were found to have two alternative conformations. To rule
out the possibility that averaging of the two monomers from the PR20
dimer was the cause of the alternative conformations, the X-ray data
were reprocessed in the lower symmetry space group of P61. In P61 a
noncrystallographic 2-fold replaces the crystallographic 2-fold in
P6122, resulting in an asymmetric unit containing the PR20 dimer
with clearly resolved alternative conformations and better interpreta-
tion of the interactions between PR20 and inhibitor. Hence, both
structures of PR20 were refined in the P61 space group.
The inhibitors were fitted into unambiguous electron density. The

models were subjected to several rounds of refinement in
REFMAC39and model building with Coot.40 Solvent molecules were
inserted at stereochemically reasonable positions using 2Fo − Fc and Fo
− Fc maps at 1σ and 3σ levels, respectively. Molecular figures were
prepared with PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org).
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